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Jason Leigh()
 
The world is green room and it smells like silver.  Alcohol tastes good.  Real
good, sometimes I throw it up.  Sometimes I sit on a toilet.  Sometimes I eat
Ramen soup.  Can't forget the only reason for living...Mouthwash.  Thank God for
dessert.
 
             Soda Muse
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Clastro  Phobic
 
Okay you want to hear
It's done
okay, you want it near it
IT   IS   NUMB
alright, you want to say it
IT   IS   DUMB
and then you'll say
Oh well whatever
Time   Peace   Horror
One more time
DUMB
 
Jason Leigh
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Cooper Square
 
I kick a map today
I saw a flag and it read home
the time is the occasion I met myself
It's time be a lung
here's my line in the name of all that is phony
my laugh laughs last
It's me myself and frown
remember when I took a blow it all up
I am the remember
It's my cup of tea
staying at the bottom of all that is air freshener
 
Jason Leigh
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Crook
 
contrary believe
on and over in belief
on a plain no more once again
I see it
It smells like dope...hope maybe
on the contrary up my sleeve
I believe...I still need
 
Jason Leigh
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Crust Song
 
Oh day, all right
it's gonna make us strong
such pain such hurt is gonna hurt like
TRUST NO ONE
once again
i've agreed, i've agreed
meant to be died and alive
walk on walk away
cause....
I'm gonna stay
I'M GONNA STAY
 
Jason Leigh
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Deep Thoughts
 
The cat crossed the street to sniff the racoons face
the racoon said nOOOO
don't sniff my face cause I just ate rotten bananas
sniff my butt cause it smells like chicken
then a mouse said...hey what are talking about....
I smelled your butt and it smells like macoroni & cheese.
 
Jason Leigh
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Glucose
 
Password forever
demeanor restored
thank...pleased
trains and planes
automatic pistols
trains and saying
all predictable
too much and never
tube tops and hair mops
 
mirror
mirror
mirror
 
justice bred and free
I need I need I need
 
Jason Leigh
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Glum
 
So far yet
you'll be next
I'll bet never forever
so forever
not yet
 
kill each other
kill for sex
kill for regret
 
Jason Leigh
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God Awful
 
Secret competitors
competing against me
when I am not even playing the game
they can sure make you feel like shit when they think that their winning
 
Jason Leigh
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Gurgle! ! ! ! ! !
 
I'm going again
I'm alone
I'm a going again
and I'M ALONE!
when you want to hear action stop
need a piece of not
and not making but listen to me sound
 
I'm going again
I'm going
I'm starting and I know it
what makes you feel better
won't show up on my face
 
Jason Leigh
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Heritage
 
Dad
what is up with this
what is up with it
no way...no how
I feel black and proud
when is my dad gonna stop
when is he gonna quit
I don't know what he wants
I don't know shit.
 
Hermano Hermano
why do you bother
why don't you feel
why can't you be that guy on T.V
why can't you sorrow
why do you bother
 
Mother
Fun in the sun
my life in the rain
I'm writing for shame
It's fun to find words
I feel it again
forget me mother
Forget my name
 
Jason Leigh
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I Want You Dead!
 
A conniption,  a rapture of insolence
(Media)
 
The world is a remembrance
(A Cosmic swing)
(A Preference) 
(A Due south)
 
Holy cow!  A World War pin
(A Mission)
 
A once in a while
(I'll smile)
 
One more pin
(Tomorrow) 
 
Kill a time
(Pleasure)
 
Last but not least
(Conniption)
 
Jason Leigh
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No Comment
 
You BORE me! ! !
So I'll force myself to LISTEN
 
AND! ! ! ....I'M outside but stuck indoors of
A FUckin foggy Wasteland
 
SO! ! ......
 
FORTITUDE.........HONKY! ! ! !
 
Jason Leigh
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Oregano
 
My smite looks like it's all over
all over
once to win
tattoo's and  human stew
thanks for nothing
 
Jason Leigh
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Sello
 
Its someone you probably dont want to hear from
someone you might take out
Its I.. grin..cation
It's non verbal communication
to what do I owe the pleasure
drama...disconnection
what was I thinking
oh well...non forgetting was the horriffic
well what does that mean
what did I say
oh well... easier to say
 
Jason Leigh
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Sloopy
 
More & more
we're all gonna die
when more is more
we're  all gonna lie
tommorow, tommorow
myself and the two
oh how, my right, myself the truth
it's my right
same sorry seed
it's my night
to make me all three
 
Jason Leigh
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Stuck
 
Blue beached whale
not that way oh please
pawn a cat
sometimes it's free
where in the world
dying in me
I can't hear you for free...aint proud
holy spit caught in wrong
HOLY SHIT! trust no one
it's fine it's just a spawn again
oh god..oh right.. forget it..wrong
listen up true sound..free beer
same words
shame.. oh yeah
 
Jason Leigh
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Titwio
 
I don't remember but I can tell you it was fun
hello said I
drink some milk
mmm...tastes good...yum
here now take a look at the smile on your face
I don't remember  the last time I saw such an ugly face
fun fun fun
good times for my hat
hey I've been trying to meet you
looks like i'll DAY a while
from a far come to sleep
kind of like black in the knees
hate is is is
frankly  ha ha
help is on it's way
I eat too much...makes me poo
great times for the numb
 
Jason Leigh
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Torture
 
I really like nothing
I really like nothing at all
I like it all...
cause it makes me smile
It's free to be a bad knee
my glass is always half full of it
 
Jason Leigh
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